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\textbf{Abstract}

Background: A Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) order should only impede the performance of cardiopulmonary resuscitation in case of cardiac or respiratory arrest; it should not interfere with any other treatment decisions.

Aims: To study the impact of DNR order placement on daily clinical care of patients.
Methods: This was a retrospective cohort study of 72 patients in a tertiary care centre in Saudi Arabia. Daily clinical care measures were collected for 2 weeks prior and 2 weeks after DNR order placement and included vital signs, nursing care, comfort measures, documentation, visits by senior and junior physicians, and tests completed.

Results: Malignancy was the most common diagnostic category (43.1%). There was a significant reduction in vital signs documentation, tests completed, documentation, and visits by physicians after DNR orders, with no change in nursing care and comfort measures. No differences were seen for place of DNR order (intensive care unit vs medical ward), category of disease, or sex, but there were differences for documentation (more in females) and vital signs (more in males). More vital signs were documented and more tests were done in patients who survived compared to those who died. Regression analysis showed that the frequency of post-DNR order vital signs measurements and investigations done was not related to sex, age, diagnosis, time from admission to DNR order, or location of patients. Time to death was only related to sex and post-DNR order summary documentation.

Conclusions: Placement of DNR orders significantly reduced vital signs measurements, investigations done, documentation and visits by physicians but not nursing care and comfort measures.
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Introduction

According to the President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, a Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) order should only impede the performance of cardiopulmonary resuscitation in case of cardiac or respiratory arrest; it should not interfere with any other treatment decisions. Placing a patient on a DNR order, however, may have significant implications for various aspects of clinical care and mortality (1).

Patients hospitalized with acute heart failure who have a DNR order placed are less likely to have their left ventricular function evaluated or be given beta blockers or anticoagulants (2). DNR orders in hospitalized patients are significantly associated with patients’ age, social dependence and diagnosis of malignancy or acute stroke (3).

A study in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland compared the level of care provided to stroke patients with and without a DNR order and concluded that the former received a lower level of care as they were less likely to be admitted to a specialized stroke unit (4). Their mortality rate was higher than that of patients with no DNR orders (10% vs 67%).

It is also reported that patients with DNR orders receive different treatments in different hospitals, which affects their outcome. The hospitals with the highest early DNR order rate (adjusted for case mix) had fewer interventions and lower costs per patient. The author concluded that “early care limitation leads to an overall milieu of nihilism that, perhaps unexpectedly, may influence attitudes of care for patients beyond those with the DNR orders themselves”.

The impact of DNR orders on care provision has not been adequately investigated worldwide, and to the best of our knowledge it has not been measured in Saudi Arabia. Due to the unique cultural aspects of Saudi Arabia, we cannot assume that the results of international studies are representative of Saudi hospitals. In addition, some Saudi hospitals lack regulations to guide the use of DNR orders and their effect on quality of care (5).

This study evaluated the impact of DNR orders on some aspects of care provided for patients at a tertiary care university hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia by comparing the level of care before and after DNR orders.
Methods

This was a retrospective cohort study on the impact of DNR orders placed by the most responsible physician (MRP). The MRP was not part of the study or aware of it, and his decision was independent of the study. MRP is a term used in our hospital to indicate the consultant physician who has the most responsibility on patient management. The study was conducted in King Abdul-Aziz Medical City (KAMC), Riyadh from March 2016 to June 2017. KAMC is an institution with 260 beds in medical wards. An estimated of 15–20 patients are admitted daily from the emergency room to these wards.

All adult patients placed on a DNR order by the MRP within the data collection period and who had complete files were included, provided that the DNR order was written for at least 1 week. The following patients were excluded: those with DNR orders referred to palliative care; those who died within 48 hours of writing the DNR order; those for whom a DNR order was placed < 1 week after admission; and those with DNR orders before their current hospitalization.

The medical wards were visited by one of the investigators 3 times a week. On each visit, the charge nurse was asked about new DNR orders on patients. Patients’ records were reviewed for the week before and the week after placement of the DNR order.

The variables documented were demographics (age, sex, admission date, DNR date, date of death, and admission diagnosis category) and frequency of daily clinical care measures. The scores were summated into the following categories: (1) frequency of vital signs recording (blood pressure, respiratory rate, and O2 saturation); (2) nursing practice (pain assessment recording, mouth care frequency, and frequency of position changes); (3) comfort measures (pain relief); (4) documentation; (5) frequency of visits by senior physicians; (6) frequency of visits by junior physicians; and (7) recording of tests completed (number of daily blood tests, number of blood product units transfused, number of radiological tests, and number of blood cultures).

The summative “vital signs” mean score was calculated as the mean of the measurement of blood pressure, respiratory rate and O2 saturation pooled together throughout each of the observation periods (pre- or post-DNR orders). Each of these variables carried the same weight. The summative “comfort and nursing care” mean score was calculated as the mean of the numbers of pain assessments, mouth care, position changes and pain relief measures pooled together throughout each of the observation periods (pre- or post-DNR orders). Each of these variables carried the same weight. The summative “tests completed” mean score was
calculated as the mean of the numbers of daily blood tests, blood product units transfused, radiological tests completed, and blood cultures pooled together throughout each of the observation periods (pre- or post-DNR orders). Each of these variables carried the same weight. The summative “senior physicians” mean score was calculated as the mean number of visits by consultants, associate consultants and medical fellows pooled together throughout each of the observation periods (pre- or post-DNR orders). Each of these variables carried the same weight. The summative “junior physicians” mean score was calculated as the mean number of visits by assistant consultants, residents and staff physicians pooled together throughout each of the observation periods (pre- or post-DNR orders). Each of these variables carried the same weight. The scores of pain relief drugs refers to the mean number of times an analgesic drug was given, pooled together throughout each of the observation periods (pre- or post-DNR orders). Each of the drugs given carried the same weight.

Data were analysed using SPSS version 21 and descriptive statistics were generated (mean and standard deviation for continuous variables). Percentages and proportions were calculated for categorical data. Paired samples t test was used to compare the means before and after DNR orders. Independent sample t test was used for the post-DNR order results according to median age, sex and disease category. Regression analysis was performed to assess the independent effect of demographics and underlying diagnosis on patient care and time to death post-DNR order. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

Seventy-two patients were included in the study with an average age of 74.4 years and 41 (56.9%) were male. Time from admission to DNR order was 43.5 days. DNR orders were placed at the intensive care unit (ICU) in 20 (27.8%) cases and at the medical wards in 52 (72.2%) cases. The overall mortality rate was 29.2% (21 patients) with a mean time from DNR order to death of 43.2 days.

The commonest comorbid conditions were organ failure and bedridden status (both n = 21; 29.2%) and dementia (n = 9; 12.5%). A total of 33 (45.9%) patients were bedridden (Table 1). When comparing the whole group for pre- and post-DNR order frequency of care measures, we found a highly significant drop in the frequency of measuring vital signs, doing tests, documentation and visits by physicians (Table 2). However, nursing care or comfort measures did not differ and there was more pain relief medication given after DNR order placement. When comparing post-DNR summative scores in patients below and above the median age, we found no significant differences, except in the comfort measures, which were higher in the older group (Table 3). When comparing post-DNR summative scores according to sex, we found significant
differences in only 2 parameters: men had more vital signs measured than women had, and women had more documentation than men had (Table 4). When comparing post-DNR summative scores according to patient survival during the observation period, we found significant differences in only 2 parameters: patients who died had more vital signs measured than those who survived, and those who died had more tests done. Patient sex and disease category did not differ between those who died and those who survived.

Regression analysis showed that the frequency of post-DNR vital sign measurements and investigations done was not related to sex, age, diagnosis, time from admission to DNR order placement, or location of patients. However, age affected post-DNR order comfort measures given (P = 0.0044), sex affected post-DNR order frequency of visits by junior staff and frequency of documentation. Time to death was not related to age, diagnosis (except dementia), time from admission to DNR order, location of patients, or post-DNR care given. However, time to death was related to sex and post-DNR documentation.

**Discussion**

DNR orders only mean that there should be no attempt at cardiopulmonary resuscitation and should not mean abandoning other forms of therapy, unless clearly specified. A DNR order does not prevent blood tests, vital sign measurement, nursing care and other services, including ICU admission and ventilation, unless clarified and communicated to patients or their families. All other clinical care measures should be adhered to. In some terminal care patients, however, the DNR order may be a part of a palliative care plan that allows only comfort care measures.

As others have found, when we compared pre- and post-DNR order frequency of care measures, we found a highly significant drop in the frequency of measuring vital signs, investigations, documentation and visits by physicians. However, nursing care or comfort did not differ and there was more pain relief given after DNR order placement compared to before the order (6, 7).

When we compared the mean summative scores of patients who died and those who did not during the observation period, we found no differences, except that more vital signs were documented and more tests were done in the group that died. This indicates that the physicians paid more attention only when the patients became seriously ill. However, the sex of the patients and their disease category did not differ according to whether the patients died or not.
These findings are consistent with other international studies reporting a significant change in practice for patients with DNR orders placed early after admission. A study from California, United States of America reported that among 5212 patients admitted after an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, about one third had a DNR order within the first 24 hours. Compared to those who did not have a DNR order, this group of patients had fewer cardiac catheterizations, less blood transfusion, fewer interventions and higher mortality. The authors concluded that DNR orders within 24 hours may have been premature as they were associated with reduced interventions that could have improved outcome. The authors also noted significant differences in the practice between the hospitals studied (8). Patients with DNR orders fare less well in terms of prognosis than those without DNR orders, even after full adjustment for risk factors. Mortality rates are higher in patients with DNR orders compared to patients with similar severity of illness and comorbidity but without DNR orders in place (9, 10). A study of > 15 000 trauma patients found that DNR status and not age affected the post-injury outcome (11). However, Chu et al., in a review of the influence of DNR orders on patient care in adult ICUs, could not identify a direct impact of DNR orders on patient care (12).

In our patient population the drop in care after DNR was seen only among physicians rather than nurses. This may be because nursing care is usually more protocolled or that nursing assessment is more closely monitored by charge nurses in the unit and fellow nurses on the next shifts. It also may be down to cultural factors as most nurses are expatriates and are more committed due to fear for their jobs. Physicians, however, especially junior physicians may mistake the concept of DNR with comfort care only. The increase in analgesic prescription could reflect their notion of DNR meaning only to comfort patients and not to address their actual complaints.

There are only sparse data addressing nursing care after DNR order placement. The role of nursing in DNR orders and care planning and nursing workloads after DNR order placement have been addressed, but only a few studies have investigated the actual level of nursing care delivered (13, 14). Henneman et al. reported that nurses stated that they would be significantly less likely to perform a variety of physiological monitoring procedures and interventions for patients with a DNR order than for patients without such an order (15).

This drop in post-DNR order care with resultant unintended harmful consequences has caused many hospitals to adopt an alternative approach to DNR orders. The Universal Form of Treatment Options (UFTO) is one of these alternatives. UFTO has resulted in a significant reduction in harmful events in patients with DNR orders, indicating that it has improved care for this group of patients (16). Others have replaced the DNR order with care plans of comfort and supportive care to eliminate misunderstanding attached to the order (17).
Our study was limited by its small sample size and being a single centre study. However, our results should inspire more research to validate our findings and observe any variation in hospital practices.

**Conclusion**

DNR orders are associated with a significant reduction in physicians providing clinical care, which may lead to more refusals of family members to allow DNR orders. Physicians need more insight into the true goals of DNR orders and should not equate them with withholding other therapeutic interventions. DNR orders should not be the first step in a continuum of limitations on care, unless clear goals are established with patients and their families.
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